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Did your ancestor fight at Saratoga? You can check …

Technology Changing the Historical Landscape What is GIS?
A geographic information system (GIS) integrates 
hardware, software, and data for capturing, 
managing, analyzing, and displaying all forms of 
geographically referenced information.

GIS allows us to view, understand, question, 
interpret, and visualize data in many ways that 
reveal relationships, patterns, and trends in the form 
of maps, globes, reports, and charts.

Descendants of Revolutionary War soldiers who fought in one of history's most important battles can now find 
their American ancestors in a computer database, and some day they might be guided by GPS to the exact spots
where their relatives faced musket fire, cannon barrages and bayonet charges. 

History buffs spent 12 years gleaning information from 200-year-old military documents to assemble the list of 
thousands who participated in the Battles of Saratoga. The database, recently unveiled at Saratoga National 
Historical Park contains the names of about 15,000 of the more than 17,000 soldiers of the Continental 
Army and various state militias who defeated the British here in 1777.

About 2,500 more American names are being added, while the names of most of the 9,000 enemy combatants 
— British soldiers, German mercenaries, Canadians, and loyalists — are expected to join the database in 
several years, By knowing a soldier's regiment, park rangers can help visitors find the general area on the 
3,400-acre battlefield where each unit is known to have fought or been encamped. The park hopes to eventually 
link the database with GPS data so visitors can stand in the exact spots where their ancestor's units engaged in 
some of the bloodiest actions of the war. 

Many historians consider the American victory at Saratoga one of history's most significant battles because it 
persuaded France to join the fledgling United States in its fight for independence. French troops and ships later 
played a major role in the final defeat of the redcoats at Yorktown in October 1781. 

By Chris Carola _Associated Press

Using park maps with GPS coordinates or 
your  own hand-held units – find your 
ancestor’s location(s).

Enter in your ancestor’s name, and or regiment, 
and get  the GPS coordinates of your ancestor’s
location(s) on the battlefields.

GPS mobile and hand held 
units are becoming common
Devices today.



Why Can’t We Have This New Technology in Redding?

Revolutionary History Meets Modern Technology in Redding, CT
By Bethany A. Morrison, Cosimo Sgarlata and Laurie Weinstein 2010

Since 2007, archaeologists at Western Connecticut State University (WCSU) have been investigating the 
remains of a Revolutionary War winter encampment site on property jointly owned by the town of Redding 
and the Nature Conservancy. During the winter of 1778-79, Continental troops were stationed in Redding to 
protect  ammunition  and  reserves  in  Danbury.  Of  the  three  encampments  occupied  that  winter,  one  is  now 
Putnam Memorial State Park, one has been destroyed by development, and the third, the “Middle 
Encampment,” the focus of our work, remains relatively undisturbed.

Investigations by the WCSU summer field school in archaeology have focused on defining site boundaries 
and confirming the integrity of the remains. A pedestrian survey covering 100% of the property revealed 
approximately 80 surface features, including 
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foundations and collapsed chimney remains (called 
“firebacks”), remnants of soldiers’ huts and ancillary 
buildings. Long-term goals for the project include 
nominating the site as a State Archaeological 
Preserve and researching activities at the camp. 
Issues of interest include:
1) the layout of the camp in comparison to others 
from the war; 2) how orders from Washington were 
interpreted on the landscape; 3) variations in 
material culture among military divisions; and 4) the 
role of Native Americans, blacks, and women at the 
camp.

Archaeologists have long been aware of the 
significance of spatial information in their 
investigations. GIS can be useful in documentation, 
analysis and interpretation of the spatial component 
inherent in archaeological remains. This was 
especially true for the Middle Encampment where 
numerous surface features had to be mapped in the 
field and later digitized and overlain onto aerial 
photos and topographic maps. An important 
advantage in this exercise was the capability of the 
GIS to preserve fine details such as the individual 
shapes of the rocks, while also, in the same map, 
allowing the archaeologists to zoom out and look at 
the site as a whole. As the project continues, the 
database features of ArcView will be utilized in 
order to help address many of the research 
objectives as outlined above.

We Do … at the
Middle Camp 

Dr. Laurie Weinstein of WestConn University has had her
anthropology crews on site at Putnam’s “Middle Camp” for 
the past several years now. They have spent a great deal of 
time “mapping” the site which is standard procedure at the 
beginning of an archaeology project. The purpose is to 
identify the perimeters of the entire site, which is then used 
in planning excavations. Our Dan Cruson has also spent 
time on site with Dr. Weinstein’s crew/



U.S. Land Trust Members Descend On Redding

On a beautiful, sunny fall day, members of the National Land Trust 
Alliance traveled into Redding. The national organization meets 
once a year. This year’s meeting destination was Hartford CT. On 
one of the days, a trip was organized to allow members an 
opportunity to see part of the country that many of them had never 
visited. Local Land Trust  members including FANs member Buzz 
Merritt, offered to lead a trip to Redding. Leader of the event was 
Redding Land Trust Jane Ross and Conservation Commission Jere
Ross. 

The 60 mile bus trip was narrated by our  FAN member and Redding
historian  Brent  Colley,  along  with  the  Ross’s.  Brent  indoctrinated  
the land trustors in the history of Redding and the various locations 
now under the wing of the Land Trust. A variety of Land Trust 
properties visited included trails and properties at Stormfield, 
Redding  Glenn,  Great  Ledge,  Devil’s  Den,  New  Pond  Farm,  and  a  
talk about historic Warrup’s Farm, on organic farming. The talk was 
given  by  Bill  Hill,  owner  of  the  farm  and  ancestor  of  the  town’s  
founding family – the Read’s.

The bus then shifted over to Putnam Park …

Though Putnam Park is not a part of the town’s land trust properties, 
it does set up the background of another one of Gen. Putnam’s three 
camps … the “Middle Camp”, which the tour would see. Dan 
Cruson, the expert of experts on the 1778 military winter camps, was 
at the park to impart the local Revolutionary War history. After the 
tour of Putnam Park, Cruson led the big bus over to the Middle 
Camp were he updated the group on the status of the archaeology 
project currently underway. Dan even stopped at the intersection of 
Gallows Hill Road to show the folks where the infamous executions 
took place.

National Land Trust Alliance Members arrive at Putnam State 
Park for  the tour led by our historian, Dan Cruson.

Jere Ross leads the group up to the Great  Ledge

Jere Ross with the Land Trust group at the 
Stormfield property, home of Mark Twain.

Dan Cruson welcomes the group at the entrance.

Cannon and firebacks under the monument serve 
as a Dan’s venue for his history lecture.



Oct. 2010 FANs Meeting To contact us:
fansofputnampark@att.netfansofputnampark@att.net

The next  FAN’s  Meeting will be on Monday, November 8th , 2010
at 7:00PM at the Visitor Center at Putnam Park. 

Painted by Don Troiani

Notes from the meeting…
The monthly general meeting was held on Monday October 11th at the Visitor Center.

1. Opening: Scott Stetler opened the meeting to raucous cheers and atta boys for a good opening.
2. Treasurer’s Report: TG Henderson was out this week due to his anniversary and daughter’s wedding.
3. Park Update: Nate reported that he has been making the wooden dummy muskets for the upcoming 

reenactment event in November. Nate’s guns will be used for the park and the drill instruction for kids. 
These guns will be kept at the park. Jim Freebairn has been manufacturing the dummy guns to be sold at 
the VC. Nancy Cowles is to see about purchasing a decorative stamp to be used on the muskets sold.  
Nate also updated the group about the tour for the National Land Trustee group on Oct. 2nd. (see article 
in this issue on same).

4. Events: November Living History Weekend: Most of  evening’s discussion was spent on the 
November 6/7 reenactment.  The committee is making progress. Brent Colley is being asked to create 
this year’s flyer which will eventually be posted on the FANs web site. Meanwhile Brent can place a 
more generic announcement on the web site giving out dates, place, etc. The flyers were completed and 
distributed to members at the October FANs meeting. Note: the flyer for the Winter Walk will also be 
created in time for inclusion in the October Newsletter, along with the reenactment flyer. It is important 
to refine the event schedules, cast of participants, and information for the two day event, so these flyers 
and brochures can be drafted and finalized. Jeanine Herman will contact the Girl Scouts about selling 
food., arrange for the port-a-pottys,  and arrange for the Saturday evening participant dinner. Headcount 
estimates were taken for this.

5. Brent Colley: will update the flyers for both the reenactment and the winter walk, then will post on the 
the FANs Web site. Scott Stetler will notify media of the both events.

6. Dan Cruson/Mike Filler: the 5CR will escort the winter walk tour once again this year, and read the 
soldiers diaries excerpts. 

Golden OldiesGolden Oldies

The gentleman in this ca. 1900 photo is Thomas Delaney. 
He was the first park superintendant for 24 years. He 
supervised many of the initial clean-up of the firebacks
and shaping the park. You can see many artifacts in the 
museum with his name on them. His archaeological skills 
(which were zero) make today’s professionals shudder! 
His excavation tools were a pick and a shovel!

First Park Archaeologist?

Yes, this picture is terrible. It was pre-digital camera. Taken 
in the Spring of 1999, it will give you an idea of just how bad 
the park’s condition was back then (after being closed for 8 
or 9 years). This is the front lawn right outside the entrance 
gate. The sign says “MOW ME”. The hay was over 2 feet tall 
at this point. Park neighbors would mow the lawns by the 
roads!
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